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CARD PROM BISHOP SCATLAN
I feel It my duty to protect Catholics and the pub ¬

7 lie generally from fraud and Imposition by notifyingthem from time to time that no person bearing thename and garb of a priest or sister or anyone else IB
authorized or permitted to solicit or collect In thisdiocese for any purpose whatever connected with thot Catholic Church without having from me permissionin writing bearing my seal and signature Shouldanyone be found engaged In doing this unlawfulwork or collecting without such a document he orshe as the case may be should be regarded by all asa fraud and an Imposter L SCANLAN

Bishop of Salt Lake

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS
The IntermountaIn Catholic goes into nearly everyCatholic home in this diocese Its circulation In Mon ¬tana Idaho Colorado Wyoming Nevada and manyother states Is very large Only reliable firms andbusiness men advertise In the paper All subscribersl will find It to their advantage when about to investpurchase or consult on business matters to read overJ the list of our advertisers We not only recommendbut ask for them the patronage of all our readers>

I THE POPE AND PROF ELIOT
I

A special from Rome to the Chicago Tribune
says

The address delivered by Professor Charles
JEliot before the Harvard summer school has been
translated by the Popes order that he might thor-
oughly

¬

comprehend it
The translation was read with great care byr

His Holiness who expresses profound regret that at

man of such authority and culture as Dr Eliotb

should spread theories that he said are not in fact
the basis of a new religion of the future but a ne¬

gation of the faith and principles which are the
foundation of Christianity and modern civilization-

The Pope is reported to have said it would be
easy to refute and destroy Dr Eliots argument and
highly praised Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia
Bishop McFaul of Trenton and other American ec
clesiasts who hastened to defend their church and

faithIt
is believed that a semiofficial reply to Dr

Eliots address on the lines suggested by the Pope
himself will appear in the Civitta Catholica the
most representative Catholic magazine

What a gullible people the fellows at the other
end of the Atlantic cable must take us for when they
burn the wire with hot stuff like this

The Civitta Catholica suspended three months-
ago and we have not heard anything of its resurrec ¬

tion from the dead
It is contrary to precedent for fhe Pope of Rome-

to pay attention to anything emanating from any
nonCatholic unless the offending party be a ruling
sovereign or the president of a republic The pres¬

ent Pontiff is not the man to violate the traditions-
of the Chair of Peter

Iarie Corelli oncewrote a vile work with the
sole purpose of having it condemned by Rome hop ¬

ing to advertise herself by the denunciation and it
looks very much as if some shrewd admirer of
Eliots aesthetic creed of the future was juggling
with the same trick to advertise his idols independ
cntthought

s

c LORD MACAULEY ON THE CHURCH

4 The Salt Lake Herald in a sympathetic review-
of the Catholic Church in Utah the day after the
dedication of the Cathedral quoted a sentence from
Macauleys Essay on Von Rankes History of the
ropes Coming from a Protestant pen at a time
when in Great Britain hostility to the Catholic
Qhurch was a national virtue and sympathy with
Rome treason to the state this wonderful tribute
from a wonderful man has no parallijll in English lit ¬

erature Here is in iits entirety the great essayists
T personal pronouncement on the unchangeable Cath¬

olic Church
There is not and there never was on earth a

work of human policy so well deserving of examina-
tion

¬

as the Roman Catholic Church The history-
pf that Church joins together the two great ages of
human civilization No other institution is left
standing which carries the mind back to the times
when the smoke of sacrifice rose from the Pantheon
and when camelopards and tigers bounded in the

< FIR ian amphitheatre The proudest royal houses
t lUC but of yesterday when compared with the line ofSupreme Pontiffs That line we trace back in an

unbroken series from the Pope who crowned Na-
poleon ill the nineteenth century to the Pope who
crowned Pepin in the eighth and far beyond thetimp of Pepin the august dynasty extends till it is
1 t in the twilight of fable The Republic of Venj is gone but the Papacy remains The Papacy
remains not in decay not a mere antique but fullIIf life and youthful vigor The Catholic Church istill sending forth to the farthest ends of the world
missionaries as zealous as those who landed in Kentwith Augustine arid still confronting hostile Kings
with the same spirit with which she confrontedAttila The number of her children is greater thanin any former age

Her acquisitions in the New World have morethan compensated for what she has lost in the OldIlrr spiritual ascendancy extends over the vast coun ¬
tries which lie between the plains of the Missourind Cape Horn countries which a century hencemay not improbably contain a population as largeas that which inhabits
her

Europe The members of
communion are certainly not fewer than a hun ¬

dred and fifty millions and it will be difficult to
show that all other Christian sects united amount to-
a hundred and twenty millions Nor do we see any
sign which indicates that the term of her long do ¬

minion is approdching She saw the commencement
of all the governments and all the ecclesiastical es-

tablishments
¬

that now exist in the world and we
feel no assurance that she is not destined to see the
end of them all She was great and respected before
the Saxon had set foot on Britain before the Prank
had passed the Rhine when the Grecian eloquence
still flourished at Antioch when idols were still wor ¬

shipped in the temple of Mecca And she may still
exist in undiminished vigor when some traveler
from New Zealand shall in the midst of a vast sol ¬

itude take his stand on a broken arch of London
bridge to sketch the ruins of St Pauls

Again he writes
Four times since the authority of the Church of

Rome was established on Western Christiandom has
the human intellect risen up against her yoke
Twice that Church remained completely victorious
Twice she came forth from the conflict bearing the
marks of cruel wounds but with the principle of
life still strong within her When we reflect on the
tremendous assaults slid has survived we find it dif ¬

ficult to conceive in what way she is to perish
e

THE SILLY SEASON
r

To add to the gaiety of nations perhaps or it
may be to attract attention to himself one Dr
Charles E Woodruff army surgeon has declared
that blondes are not in it with their swarthy broth-
ers

¬

in the struggle against the adverse conditions
with which hiininity iif doomed to struggle through-
out

¬

the length of years Dr Woodruff declares
that blondes are an altogether degenerate lot self
indulgent to an enfeebling degree mentally infirm
and physically and morally incompetent whose dis ¬

appearance from the face of the earth is only a
matter of time No doubt Dr Woodruff knows as
much about this absorbing topic as we do and we
are therefore loath to take issue with him But
while we would spare the worthy doctor we must in
justice take issue with his conclusions and come to
the rescue of the doomed pinkskinned tawny
haired and blueeyed millions who grace the earth
by their presence and add beauty and diversification-
to the human race One thing is certain the life
insurance companies do not consider the pigmentary
peculiarities of blonde persons in taking them as
a risk

But there we cannot take this matter seriously
Perhaps Dr Woodruff only wanted to add his item-
to the sum of silliness of the silly season At any
rate the weather is still too warm to worry about
tIle extinction of the poor blondes and our druggist
reports the usual call for peroxides so that if the
natural blondes are really doomed we are assured of
the imitation so we may rest easy in the matter

BONDED DEBTS-

One of the easiest ways for a municipality to be
progressive is to bond the city and make the im¬

provements In this way the city of New York has
left every other municipality in the country far be ¬

hind in the matter of municipal improvements and
municipal debts During the last ten years the bond ¬

ed debt of the city has increased from 224220435
to 072019244 The debt per capita of the city is
now more than 150 No doubt New York has got a
good deal for its money It ought to be far ahead of
any other city in the country in municipal improve ¬

ments Compared with the bonded debt of other
cities New York is in a class by itself Chicago
the second city in point of population has a bonded
debt of about 25000000 Philadelphia 80000000
Boston 75000000 St Louis 20000000-

It is a favorite argument of those favoring bond
ing of cities to make improvements that posterity
is to be benefited and therefore should bear a part
of the cost The argument is sound too But it is
interesting to consider the effects of the recent
financial depression on New York There the panic
was most felt There the pressure for funds was
most urgent It may be the fact that the city was in
debt nearly 700000000 had nothing to do with the
pressure felt by the metropolis but when a man is
broke and in debt it is a pretty hard matter for
him to get money The time to pay off this bonded
debt will come and the money will have to be raised
to pay it The interest on the debt of the metropo ¬

lis must be nearly 40000000 a year which pos ¬

terity does not pay Certainly retrenchment ought
to be a pretty good slogan for all political parties in
New York city A progress that is staggering is
more to be dreaded than a standing still And there
is always the fear that posterity may repudiate that
which we put upon it

o

BEAUTY IN COINS
rEverybody will concede that the 20 gold piece is

tim most beautiful coin in the United States The
thing itself may lack some of the lines of grace
which make for beauty but in the contemplation of
the double eagle we unconsciously loot beyond the
coin itself and see what wonderful things can be
got with the money Prom the double eagle the
most valuable coin of our country down to the cent
the coin of least value is a big step and it may be
there should be more attention paid to the aesthetic
side of the cent piece in order to hide its woful
lack of purchasing power in a bower of beauty asit were The beauty of the cent piece should be sogreat that admiration should be spontaneous for
the coin and not as in the case of the 20 gold
piece for the things that may be bought with it

It may be the government had something of this
idea in view when it produced the new Lincoln centPerhaps too when it made the new 20 gold piece
that would not stack it was the desire to uplift thepeople in their tastesto make them admire thecoin rather than its value and convenience Thecommon people are not much put out by the failureof the twenties to stack that iis a pastime for tellersin banks But in the pennies the common people areintensely interested They are the recognized
means by which the people are enabled to dischargetheir duty to the Sunday school though just whywe have pennies for God and dollars for everythingelse in the world is a problem for clergymen tosolve and the country is full of slot machines

which a cent will compel to deliver up chewing gum
candy and other luxuries The new pennies would
no doubt continue to do their duty by the Sunday-

s hool but they are not the right size to fit the slot
machines and they will not work in the change ma¬

chines at counting houses In this day and age
when so little is thought of the pennies that banks
do not split nickels and a newspaper has to charge-
a nickel for itself because the people will not be
bothered with the change it is hard to tell what to
do with the pennies if they wont operate the slot
machines Under such conditions surely if the col¬

lectors of nummary tokens had not placed a ficti ¬

tious value on the 22300000 new copper coins the
entire issue would have been swallowed up by the
Sunday schools in a couple of weeks

co

THE SPIRIT OF REFORM-

There
i

are no doubt a great many public mat ¬

ters that need to be reformed Doubtless too there
are a great many personal matters to which the in¬

dividual may well give thought with reformation as
the object But when there arises a confusion as
to what constitutes public and personal affairs the
genial legislator sees humanity on the road to de ¬

struction through its follies and foibles and at ¬

tempts to regulate humanitys every act He sets
himself un as an exemplar and humanity laughs and
pays no heed

In these latter days there has been a vast amount-
of legislation intended to lift humanity up States
through their legislatures have decreed that the peo-
ple

¬

shall not drink intoxicating liquors They have
forbidden the smoking of cigarettes within their
borders They have decreed tliat women shall not
wear divided skirts while enjoying a horseback ride
Railroads have been forbidden to operate their lines
on Sunday within certain states

All these things may seem very proper to the
erudite members of legislatures who pass them into
laws but tempestuous spirits who like to finish their
meals with a drink of wine followed by a cigarette
hold their rights abridged And women who prefer-
to ride horseback certainly have the privilege of
dressing in a costume suited to the exerciseeven
divided skirts if they so desire And a man in the
west who wishes to go to the east certainly does not
want to be held up in one state for twentyfour
hours when he might reach his destination a day
earlier if his train wore not stopped In a compact
civilization certain work is necessary on Sunday
notwithstanding the puritanical notions of the leg¬

islators
The limit however seems to have been reached

by Paragould Ark whose city fathers have or ¬

dained that all residents shall be at home between-
the hours of midnight and 4 a m or they will be
arrested and thrown into the city calaboose and be
fined by the city court or sent to the workhouse
where regular and orderly habits will be inculcated

The spirit of reform is rampant in America No
one can say where it will strike next

CROP PROSPECTS-

The government crop report for August indi-
cates

¬

that the country is going to have enough to
eat for the next year The winter wheat report
which is the last before the bushels of grain are
actually counted indicates that there will be more
than 400000000 bushels of this cereal That figure
is used as a basis for estimating the crop if the
crop exceeds it it is better than average if it falls
below the crop is less than average Considering
that the winter wheat crop started out last spring in-
a rather disastrous way the harvest is manifestly
one on which the country is to be congratulated
Spring wheat is also reported to be better than hist
year owing to greater acreage and a somewhat bet¬

ter condition The aggregate yield will almost cer ¬

tainly reach 700000000 bushels nrobablv it will sur ¬

pass it-

We are promised a yield of something like three
billion bushels of corn The crop has progressed
beyond its tenderest age and hot weather now only
tends to ripen the grain whereas extreme heat dur ¬

ing the period the corn is in the milk would prove
disastrous Barring unlikely misfortunes the oats
crop will exceed a billion bushelsthe first time in
the history of the country that this mark has been
reached Rye will yield 30000000 bushels some ¬

what less than the crops of the preceding three
years but the promise of barley is for 179000000
bushels which will break all records Cotton prom ¬

ises a yield of about a million and a half bales less
than in 1908 which was one of the largest in thehistory of the industry

The money value of the crops of 1909 promises
to exceed that of any former year The value offarm products in 1908 exceeded the value of anyformer year and reached an aggregate of 7778
000000 It is confidently believed the value for 1009
will be above the eight billion dollar mark Most ofthe staples will at least come near the average andcorn oats and barley will make new records in pro ¬

duction and value
While the farmers especially are to be felicitated

on the result of their labors the whole country
well be

may
congratulated Whether prices go up ordown as a result of the government report is notso important as the knowledge that there will beenough to eat in the country during next winterBy the time the railroads get the crops moved tomarket there will have been enough money put incirculation to guarantee some measure ofityi and the ultimate consumer will congratulate

prosper

himself that there is something for him to consume
even if it does cost a lot of money

REFORM AT WASHINGTON

Announcement was recently made of the inended investigation of Secretary MacVeagh intotIle workings of the treasury department with theobject in view of getting the department on aound and economical basissuch a basis as woulda private enterprise be run While people generallywill breathe a sigh of relief and remark that it isabout time that something of the kind were donethere is really 110 evidence that tile treasury depdrtment is lacking in system or that the employes ofthat department have a sinecure But it is thowellgrounded belief that government employes
somehow or other have a snap that their work ia

not arduous that their hours of labor are short

that it doesnt make much difference i-

on

they show up

I their job or not so long as their next superior

I officer doesnt find it out and that the call of the

baseball club is of more importance than the call of

duty We say this is a wellgrounded belief gained

probably from the stories told by formergovern
¬

ment employes with a sigh of
opportunitiesand their lost jobs It may be that
the average of character and capacity among those

who retain their jobs is quite as high as it is

among any class of employes in private enterprises-

but again we have no evidence to sustain such a be-

lief
That there is some reason for the announcement-

of the investigation however no one can doubt

The fact that such an investigation is contemplated-

shows a lack of something which it is hoped to rem ¬

edy Perhaps the responsibility felt by the employes

is not exact enough Perhaps there is a remnant of
the old system of appointment by political influ¬

ence and the fellows with the pull leave the work-

to be done by those who got and hold their jobs

solely upon merit If so the investigation proposed
which is said to have caused consternation among
the employes of the department may produce some
very good iexults until the influence back of the
inefficient ones crets to work

The fact of the investigation only goes to snow

that governmental business cannot be conducted on
the exact lines as private business affairs and fur-
nishes

¬

just one more argument in favor of keeping-
the activity of the government confined to very nar ¬

row and necessary boundaries The departmental
activities we now enjoy should at least be put upon-

an economical and business basis before we rush
into others wherein there would be as much cause
for investigation as in those with which we are now
already burdened

0

CONCRETE HOUSES-

A year or two ago Thomas A Edison announced
that the greatest change in the methods of building
would be consummated by the use of concrete forms
This announcement of his belief met with serious
objection among architects who said that houses
built in this way would be liable to crack In fact
the announced belief of the wizard of Menlo Park
was denounced as chimerical After two years of
patient work however Mr Edison announces the
completion of a set of forms for a onepiece two
story concrete house

The use of concrete is becoming more general
every day It is used largely in the place of stone
and brick and in steel construction occupies an im-
portant

¬

place The principal advantage claimed for
this method of building by Mr Edison is its cheap-
ness

¬

He says that a house of seven rooms can be
built for 1200 He modifies this statement by say¬

ing that this cost can be reached only when the
work is done on a big scale He says that it would-
be necessary to invest 200000 to carry on the work
economically-

The mthods proposed by 3JJr Edison consist of-

a framework to be set up at the site cf the building
which after being placed in position is filled with
concrete furnishing a building complete from
foundation to capstone It cannot be said that the
inventor is given to chasing rainbows All of the
inventions which he has given to the public from
the incandescent electric light to the phonograph-
have a practical value The reputation which he
has achieved by his inventive genius gives to any
announcement which he may make a certain author
itativeness which the general public readily accepts-
as final By his work he has shown it to be possible-
to construct concrete houses according to his the-
ory

¬

and he insists that they will stand an equal or
greater length of time than houses of brick or stone
The first cost of the molds is the biggest item of
expense If these molds can be made cheaper suc-
cess

¬

is assured

BISHOP SCANLANS ACKNOWLEDGMEN-

TI must confess that the difficulties which con ¬

front the honest man in doing business today in
an honest way are much greater and more serious
than at any time in my memory said Bishop Scan
lan last Wednesday in the course of a conversation-
with some gentlemen on the Lagoon train This
was in answer to some one of the party who re ¬

marked that it was almost impossible to do a good
square business in a good thorough square style
and tn succeed

We gathered as the unrestrained and informal
talk proceeded that honest and honorable competi ¬

tion has given way largely to a series of petty shifts
to gain a mean advantage and that the business-
man has frequently to encounter bold and unscrup ¬

ulous lying among his rivals
If he be young in business he must do mush for

policy and very little for principle and that it is
a matter of difficulty to be his plain honest self

If he sets out to sell pure and unadulterated
goods he finds his trade taken away from him by
an unscrupulous rival who offers an inferior article-
at a lower price but insists that it is equal in every
particular Does he do work faithfully and use ac ¬

cording to contract the best materials he finds him ¬

self underbid by a skilful competitor who cunning ¬

ly works in inferior material with careless and cheap
labor and worst of all for the honest man thebuyer and the architect will give the cheap dealer
and the tricky contractor wheneven the quality of
the goods and workmanship are suspected a readier
hearing

Then what an immense advantage the squarely
dishonest man of today possesses the man who doesnot mean to pay who buys on credit without capital
und contents himself with a mere fractional profit
or no profit at all making a failure and considered
rather honorable because he pays 50 cents on the
dollar to his creditors creditors who permit himto go on with his stock of goods in direct competi ¬

tion with the honorable men theon other side ofthe street selling the selfsame goods bought ofthem at the selfsame first pricegoods for whichthe creditors of the dishonest seller expect honestdealers to pay in full for
Does the honest man originate a popular articlea method in business or any invention that prom ¬

ises a profit let him be prepared for imitators whoboldly claim his ideas as their own and for others

who will boldly label a worthless with the

title he has originated and thus bring his article

and its name into disrepute-

We know that in this keen race to get rich im

the fierce struggle for the advantage in the tjgf
for success it will be said that every man wh
ters the business field must expect the above to i

the rule and not the exception The amount f

praise given to smart rascals and the knowledge t1 t

the worlds first question is not how a man gr
money but has he got it would seem to end

this expectation-
Yet

t
in spite of all this men have proved + t

it pays to combat all these obstacles which are pr
cipally efforts for a short road to wealth and

to sterling sturdy oldfashioned honesty in tr1 >
which tells in the long run notwithstand lff

it may take much patience and a long run to m o

t pay There is a numerous class of the pu

that will pay for honesty and pay handsomr

hence though confidence may be of slow growth +

labor of rightly acquiring it proves its value

that besides the conscientious satisfaction enjoy

in the possession it will be admitted even as a bwi
ness proposition that in the end honesty is ti 3

best policy

It is said now that the twodollar bill is to
abolished But we never knew anybody to thr
them away because of the bother they caused n
taking care of them or the change coming after a

purchase

Even the oldest inhabitant observes that it never
rained so much before in a single summer in Utah
The government

awaited
report of the precipitation is anx-

iously
¬ I

As an easy way to increase the revenues of the
government it might be well to try to issue rarp
coins and sell them at auction If one of the 22

300000 Lincoln pennies is worth a dime to a co-

llector
¬

the government ought to be able to make a
right nice income by going into the rare coin busi ¬

ness making the coins itself j

Walter Wellmans balloon got away from him on
his polar attempt and blew up The balloon seems Ito have suffered from associations Walters numer-
ous attempts having blown up quite consistently

President Taft has found that 90 in the shade in
Beverly is not as comfortable as the advertisements Iof cool seaside resorts would have us all believe T

When a fellow works right through the dog days
the respite that comes with September is both wel ¬ Icomeand enjoyed

The veterans captured Salt Lake held her pris ¬

oner for a week and went away with pleasant mem-
ories

¬ Iof what they saw and experienced in the me-
tropolis

¬

of the intermountain country
II I

We dont know why those suffragettes should be
so rambunctious If they really want to vote why
dont they move to Utah where they may vote as
often as election rolls round Of course thepros ¬

pects of voting early and often cannot be held out
to them here and that may account for their desires-
to vote in other states

The suicide and murderer notwithstanding his
many aliases and once assured true name was
buried as Larry Kavanaugh Whats in a name I
That which we call a rose by any other name would
smell as sweet

It is hard to understand the methods of reason ¬
ing of those critics who say the Catholic church is
opposed to progress The world is progressing these
days quite satisfactorily and the only church that
consistently holds its own against the encroach-
ments

¬

of atheism and infidelism is the Catholic
church There is something wrong with the reason ¬

ing of these critics to be sure

Most successes would have been impossible with ¬

out a failure or two to point the right way 1 1
It rather tickles a young man to have his best

girl call him by his first name but after his mar-
ried

¬

te aets used to it And he gets called so
frequently that it soon doesnt matter whether it is
by his first or any other name

About the time the politician gets jnto trouble-
over some petty thievery it makes a modest man 1 Ibetter satisfied to work for a living

A legitimate kick usually helps but the habit-
of

j

kicking makes life very unpleasant for the
kicker

Some of the undertakers would have to outgo

they
of business

cant help
if everybody quit worrying about things 11

1MlIrWhen a fellow starts out to get even with some
r

one the time he puts in on the job is wasted even
if successful

II
p

The Catholic church has heard of itself for many
centuries that it is being left behind in the progress
of the world However it is still leading the world
in what is really the most important work that re¬

mains to be done

Classic Boston boasts of Sullivan C rbett bt
Jeffries and Johnson streets but they were all t

named before not after the famous pugilists of 1Ithos names
II

I

In Rhode Island when they want to stop a
scorcher they shoot a hole in his tire Thats rather
a tame amusement for the Rhode Islanders ¬per
haps butthe wild and woolly west has 1t anything
to equal it and they dust scorch on here t

The unemployed labor problem will never be
settled until the reports of shortage of labor cease Ito come from the harvest fields

I

Its funny how the girls of the class of 90 dont
seem to have grown old with

o

the men I
Its nice to have a good disposition but when

your friends find it out they impose on you

j JI

t
j


